Interviews with alumni – master students abroad
Please introduce yourself.
My name is Ahmed, from University of Almeria, and I am doing my Master in politics
and practices of innovative education.
When did you graduate from the Faculty of Education?
I got my bachelor degree in Elementary School last year. Summer 2021.
What did you do after getting your bachelor’s degree? Did you immediately enrol in
master’s studies?
Yes, I chose the Master that I am doing now, and I am so exciated to continue my
studies as a researcher.
Where do you study now? How did you get the chance to study abroad?
I am still studying at university of Almeria, I didn´t have the chance this year to go
abroad, but I am wating for more options.
How did studying at the Faculty of Education help you get into the master’s studies
abroad?
I got a better nivel of English, because I had a really good teachers and that’s
motivated me to do a Master and try next year to start an PhD.
What are the ways in which you benefit in your present studies from the skills,
knowledge and competences the Faculty of Education taught you?
I can see myself more confident, more open to meet new people, more disciplined,
and more focus in the things that I want to achieve.
Do you have any advice for students studying at the Faculty of Education in
Jagodina?
I would like to tell them, that they can´t lose this opportunity, because Jagodina has
an amazing people, it is a small city and that has advantage because everything is
good located, and you can find whatever you want. There is a lot of good
restaurants, big markets like Lidl, and small one. Also, it is around mountains and
you can always have a nice walk or do sport there.
Do you have any advice for high school graduates wishing to study at the Faculty of
Education?
Education is one of the most beautiful degrees because it helps you to build a better
future and help students to build their best personality, and make humans more
responsible, sociable, disciplined, and that they care about other people lives. And
we are including more innovative education and new methodologies, what make it
even better and interesting.

